For over 120 years, the University of Notre Dame has educated architects that have helped design the world we live in. Today’s students embody this legacy through their world-class work, commitment to both beauty and sustainability, and adherence to the belief that what we design today will serve future generations for years to come.

The School of Architecture is further defined by its commitment to both its undergraduate and graduate programs by providing consistent, unique travel opportunities; access to world-class educators and practitioners; and the opportunity for intensive study at the heart of the architectural world, Rome, Italy.

These commitments also provide the opportunity for incredible partnerships. Corporate Partners to the School of Architecture support student work and travel, the development of innovative projects, and enable the school to design architectural and urban solutions to address some of society’s pressing needs. In return, Partners will have the opportunity to interact with faculty and research, become part of the work of the School, and build lasting relationships with talented undergraduate and graduate students.
Reasons to Join

**Access**: Opportunities to engage with students, world-class research, and innovative and ground-breaking projects

**Excellence**: Notre Dame architecture faculty and alumni are world-class leaders in the field, driving the conversation of urbanism, housing solutions, and sustainability

**Vision**: This corporate partnership brings together the corporate, academic, and design sectors to create and foster advancement in the industry

**Emerging Talent**: Notre Dame architecture students are the future leaders of their fields, with this opportunity enabling successful and lasting relationships between our students and corporate partners

Benefits

**Cornerstone** - $5,000 (3-year pledge requested)
- VIP placement and waived fee for career fair and student interviews
- Recognition at the bi-annual all-school meeting
- Recognition at the annual alumni weekend
- Recognition on School of Architecture’s Corporate Partners webpage
- Year round recognition on dedicated digital display in the school
- Opportunity to host a lunch and learn at the school for students and faculty

**Keystone** - $10,000 (3-year pledge requested), all benefits above plus:
- Invitation to a corporate leadership roundtable annual event, hosted by the Francis and Kathleen Rooney Dean of the School of Architecture
- Invitation to attend the annual Student Research Forum
- Regular mentions on School social media channels

**Capstone** - $25,000 (3-year pledge requested), all benefits above plus:
- Ability to sponsor a domestic studio travel, school lecture, or exhibition with verbal and written recognition, either on campus or at the Rome Global Gateway
- Additional opportunities for recognition and involvement specific to donor